
 

101 Ventilation 
One of the most underappreciated appliances in your kitchen, the hood above your range is what keeps your 

house not smelling like smoke when you accidentally cook something too long, as well as venting out other 

odors and steam.  

What is a Blower? 

Simply speaking, a blower is what makes your range hood work. It is basically the motor that creates the 

suction in your hood that defines the CFM in your hood. This blower can be enclosed within your range hood 

itself (local blower) or somewhere within the ducting system (remote or inline blower). There is also an 

external blower which is placed on the exterior of your home. This will be the quietest option of the different 

types of blowers, inline or remote blowers being second. 

What is CFM? 

CFM is an acronym for Cubic Feet per Minute. CFM measures the volume of air, in cubic feet, for each minute it 

moves. CFM ranges from 100 on the low end to over 1500 on the high end. Essentially CFM is how strong your 

hood is. As an example, think of a 100 CFM range hood as something that you would see in an apartment 

kitchen, while something in the 1500 range, would be a professional range hood that you would see over a 

higher end gas range. Also of note; a quiet range hood is a range hood that is off. The higher your CFM, the 

more effective your hood, but it will also be louder. Your goal should be to choose your hood based on how 

you cook and balance that with how loud you want it to be. 

Makeup Air: 

You may need a makeup air component added to your ventilation system. We see the need for this in generally 

newer homes that are built better (and greener) that are so airtight, there will not be enough airflow for the 

ventilation system to work properly. A makeup air component will pull exterior air from outside to replace the 

interior air that is removed via the ventilation system.  

Direct Venting: 

This is a venting system that allows a straight shot from your range hood to the exterior of your home, using 

interior flue(s) to direct air out only when it is working.  

Recirculating: 

Mostly seen in under cabinet range hoods, a recirculating ventilation system recycles the air that enters the 

system, runs it through a carbon filter and releases that “scrubbed” air back into the kitchen.  

 

 


